Abstract. We consider one-parameter families f a of interval maps, and discuss the structure in parameter space and the (dis)continuity properties of the natural measure as a function of the parameter near certain strongly chaotic maps (postcritically finite Misiurewicz maps and Benedicks-Carleson maps). In particular it is shown that the mapping a → µ a (the natural measure of f a ) is severely discontinuous at these strongly chaotic maps and is not continuous on any full measure set of parameters in full, generic families. Going in the other direction, it is also shown that if such a chaotic map has a measure for which the critical point is generic, then this measure can be approximated with measures supported on periodic attractors of nearby maps. The main idea is to construct cascades of postcritically finite Misiurewics map and cascades of maps with periodic attractors, whose critical orbits reproduce various invariant sets of the unperturbed map. In the special case of the quadratic family, generalizations can be made to any non-renormalizable maps.
